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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In recent years catechetical instruction has 

become a major topic of discussion when Catholic par
ents, teachers, priests, students, and others meet. 
There are those who say that the methods and material 
of "yesterday" are good, reasonable, and properly 
suited for the Christians of today; others argue that 
the "old" methods and materials are of little or of no 
value in this day. They claim that Christians of this 
age could not possibly fulfill their role as witnesses 
to Christ unless there is some form of catechetical 
renewal.

In this thesis the main question to be an
swered is this: Is a significant change in the con
tent and manner and presentation of religious instruc
tion to high school students taking place? If changes 
are taking place, how do the changes measure with 
standards that have been established by recognized ex
perts in the field? To demonstrate the point, a sur
vey of forty questions was administered to about one 
thousand high school students within the Archdiocese 
of Omaha, Nebraska. The questionnaire was devised so 
as to give four answers to each question; two of the
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four answers would appeal to those who were tradi
tional in their approach to religion while two would 
appeal to those who were more modern in their approach. 
The same questionnaire was submitted to a board of na
tional experts who chose the answers that appealed to 
them. The replies of the two groups were compared and 
the final evaluation was made on the merits of this 
comparison.

The survey, unfortunately, cannot indicate that 
the conduct or the Christian witness of those involved 
has changed, or that the traditional Christians are 
better than the modem ones. The survey can only in
dicate that a change is taking place now in the field 
of religious education. Only the future lives of those 
surveyed can indicate the value of the change.



CHAPTER 2

RELATED STUDIES
In his introduction to the Greeley-Rossi evalua

tion on Catholic education Norman M. Bradburn, the 
Acting Director of the National Opinion Research Center 
of Chicago, stated; "In view of the general emphasis 
on education in American society and the size and im
portance of the Catholic school system, it is surpris
ing that systematic studies of the Catholic school have 
never before been undertaken.1,1 This statement more or 
less sets the tone for the material of this chapter. 
There appears to be little previous work in this field 
that is closely related to the work presently under
taken and there has been no effort discovered that is 
precisely the same as this study. However, four pre
vious works of good experimental quality have been 
found that are connected enough to be called related. 
Their relation follows this example; A common effort 
is made in the field of automobile safety. One man 
works from the angle of the actual construction of the 
vehicle, another works on driver education, a third

1Andrew M. Greeley and Peter H. Rossi, The Edu
cation of Catholic Americans (Chicago; Aldine tiiblish- 
ing do., 19éô), p. vi.



legislates for modern highway construction, and a 
fourth is interested in a turbine engine. It is dif
ficult to see a relation between highway construction 
and driver education, but these two goals, as well as 
the other two, are definitely aimed in the direction 
and the common goal of automobile safety. In the same 
fashion, there have been efforts to evaluate the qual
ity of Catholic education. It is sometimes difficult 
to see the relation between them, but it is well to 
keep in mind the common goal, namely, the evaluation 
of Catholic education. With this broad relationship 
in mind, it can be said that the surveys mentioned in 
this chapter are related to the topic of this author.

In passing it should be noted that many of the 
related studies have been made in countries other than 
the United States. It might be drawn from this fact 
that the non-American educators are engrossed in this 
kind of research ahead of the Americans, or it might 
be concluded that their problems are of greater magni
tude than those experienced in America. The author 
holds for the former opinion.

The first of the related studies is entitled 
Faith and the Adolescent, by Father Pierre Babin. It 
was conducted in France in the early 1960's by the
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Center of Research, of Psycho-Peddgogic Religiousness of 
the Adolescent; the study was led by Father Babin. The 
subjects were 1800 boys and girls between the ages of 
thirteen and nineteen; some of them attended parochial 
schools, others public schools, and still others voca
tional schools. Some of the questions submitted to the 
subjects were open-ended and difficult to evaluate; 
other questions were of the objective type that allowed 
a simple manner of evaluating. Various attitudes and 
knowledge of the students were sought, covering times 
and frequency of prayers, the reasons for praying, the 
relative difference between grave sins against God and 
against neighbor, the importance of the sacraments, 
the liturgy, our life's vocation, and the role of priest 
and lay person in the world. The questionnaire was 
short and probably left serious problems for the inter
preters.

Father Babin's conclusions at the end of his 
study are mixed with an interpretation by reason and 
in the light of faith. Both interpretations are con
nected with adolescent psychology. He concludes that 
adolescents normally sense God through knowledge of 
nature, themselves, and morality. In the first notion 
an adolescent sees little connection between God in
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Scripture and God in the Trinity, but he does see a 
link: between God the Father and his own father. He 
can see God through revelation but only in relation to 
nature and human experience. In the second notion the 
adolescent gradually changes from an idea of God as a 
spirit to an idea of God as a friend; this was more 
noticeable in boys than in girls, as the girls rarely 
described God as a spirit. Concerning the third con
clusion, Babin noted that in adolescence the moral 
aspect of God takes on such importance that it almost 
overshadows the other aspects of man's relationship 
with God. It was also mentioned that the moral factor 
took extremely diverse characteristics differentiated 
by age and sex, but especially by the quality of edu
cation received in different schools. In this study 
the concept of morality went from a healthy idea to 
a very affective idea.

One of the conclusions noted above shows a 
relationship between this study in France and the 
present work. It is the statement that there is a 
difference in the way students in one school are 
taught religion and the way students in another school 
are taught the same religion. No implications are 
made; only the fact is mentioned.

Second among the related works that have been
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found is An Inquiry on the Religious Objections of 
Adolescents and Young People. It was conducted by 
Jean-Jacques Larviere, C.S.V., the superior of the 
Champagneur College of Rawdon, Quebec. The Canadian 
section of the project was given to more than 3100 
students whose ages ranged from sixteen to twenty.
All of the students were in private schools, all had 
had specific courses in religious doctrine. Most of 
the courses were taught by priests but lay teachers, 
sisters, and brothers were included in smaller numbers.

The general purpose of the survey was to deter
mine a set of objections that appeared most frequently 
in the minds and hearts of young people. Three broadly 
different groups of objections appeared among the an
swers: the first concerned the existence of evil in 
the world and the relative indifference of Catholics 
to it, the second group centered around the idea of the 
students toward the place of religion in the modern 
world, and the third group - a small percentage of 
answers - showed the relation between religion and cre
dulity by all people. The objections of the first 
group appeared in three out of four of the subjects.

Some of the conclusions reached after evaluation 
of the questionnaires included:
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1) Since young people raise many objections to 
their faith and their religion, it is im
portant to allow them free and frank expres
sion of these objections. If there is an 
impression of shock at the objections, the 
possibility of helping them in their pro
blems is diminished.

2) Educators must realize that young people do 
not express objections as a matter of malice; 
normally, they only want to expose what ap
pears to be outmoded.

5) When a person is allowed to express objec
tions or doubts, he can best be helped if the 
educators do not confuse difficulty in under
standing with lack of faith.

4) Some objections can be measured by their 
relative merit; qualified educators can omit 
the less important and concentrate on the 
more important.

5) Teachers must be cautious lest they give an 
impression of relativity in Catholic truth. 
However, documents such as that of religious 
freedom must be discussed and searched.

Father Larviere notes a certain truth that shows
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a direct relationship between his survey and that of 
this author. In both efforts the findings should pro
vide educators with indications of a pedagogical order. 
It is an invitation to discard, unless this has already 
been done, the acrobatic style of apologetics on the 
part of the Church of Christ. What value, he asks, is 
there in attempting to defend some noted or obscure 
personage of another age? Young people are clearheaded 
and they admire frankness. They look for these quali
ties in their teachers. Like adults, they are annoyed 
by commercialism as practiced in some church quarters. 
They also question some overly-sentimental devotional 
practices. But the problems that really engage them 
and which should be the goal of religious courses are 
these: Why does evil exist in the world; why do 
Catholics believe that they only are on a path of sal
vation; why do many people say one thing and do an
other in regard to morality?

Third among the major surveys in Catholic edu
cation is the now well-known Greeley-Rossi report,
The Education of Catholic Americans. It is an exten
sive study, covering areas such as the success of re
ligious education, the social impact of religious edu
cation on the students, and the future of Catholic
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schools. A great share of the questionnaires were 
completed by those between the ages of twenty-three 
and fifty-seven, but a section of the survey ques
tioned nearly one thousand adolescents as to their 
religious behavior, their scholastic behavior, and 
the "atmosphere" of their school.'1' Since none of 
these areas has any direct and definite connection 
with the present effort, the Greeley-Rossi report is 
only mentioned here, without further analysis of its 
contents or conclusions.

Fourth on the list of related studies is the 
one commonly called the Notre Dame Survey; officially, 
its title is Catholic Schools In Action. Like its 
forerunner from NORC, the Notre Dame Survey is exten
sive; unlike the Chicago work, the Notre Dame Sur
vey has a direct connection with the effort of this 
author.

Catholic Schools In Action in the printed form 
is an impressive tome. Opinions were sought from 
Catholic parents, from school staffs, and from stu
dents. Facts and figures concerning projected enroll
ments, present costs, size, academic achievement, ratio 
of faculty to students, and expectations were quoted.

•̂Ibid.. p. 184-
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From the students questioned - 14,519 eighth 
and twelfth graders from thirteen dioceses - three 
categories of information were sought; religious 
understandings, religious attitudes, and religious 
opinions. Only the first category is related to this 
work and the comments here will he limited to this 
section.

Fifty items were given to the students for 
evaluation; each of the items had five possible an
swers. The answers were classified by the authors as 
being worded in advanced, moderate, conventional, 
moralistic, and nominalistic phrases. According to 
the answers checked, the approach aimed to find out 
the present thinking of the students and made possible, 
by inference, some conclusions regarding the success 
of religious education in Catholic schools. The items 
were divided into areas of Catholic belief, Catholic 
moral teaching, and Catholic worship.

The general summary of the questionnaire indi
cated that the researchers found no special pattern 
based upon the types of items - those relating to be
lief, moral teaching, or worship. The difference be
tween the eighth-graders and the twelfth-graders was 
significantly different, but not as great as had been
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expected. Girls in all-girl schools showed the best 
understanding of their religion. Finally, the stu
dents, according to the answers checked, could be di
vided almost equally into groups that chose advanced, 
moderate, and conventional answers.

The relationship between the Notre Dame study 
and the present one can be seen by a comparison of 
the questionnaires used. The measuring instrument of 
Catholic Schools In Action1 and the questionnaire used

pin this study had the same purpose in view, even 
though the items are not exactly the same. One might 
question the quality of the items or the quality of 
the answers, but the purpose of the questionnaires is 
clear; there was a form of measurement made. In the 
field of catechetics there are no known universally- 
accepted standards of measurement available at this 
date.

A final word might be placed here concerning 
the new Dutch Catechism for Adults. At the time of 
this writing, its value can only be gleaned from * 2

"^Reginald A. Neuwien (ed.), Catholic Schools 
In Action (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Tress, 1^66), pp. 304ff.

2Appendix I
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correspondence and commentaries since its translation 
into English has not been completed. However, it is 
the opinion of the author that the material contained 
and the manner of presentation in this effort of the 
Dutch Bishops are worth examining. The work is con
troversial; it has been praised as well as condemned 
but many are now of the opinion that the work is 
similar to the goal that has been attempted since the 
beginning of the modern catechetical revival.



CHAPTEE 5

DEFINITION OF TEEMS 

THE TEADITIONAL
One of the key issues in this work is the dis

tinction to be made between the methods of teaching 
religion in the days past and in the present time.
The application of these methods and the implications 
of the survey will form a large part of the work. Prô  
bably the most difficult task is the identification of 
the "old" tradition and the "new" tradition in teach
ing secondary school religion.

The parents of the present-day elementary and 
secondary school children have definite ideas as to 
how religion should be presented to their offspring. 
They - the parents - were taught in a certain way, and 
they want their children taught in the same way. When 
they realize that their children are not required to 
memorize answers from a catechism or that their chil
dren are spending much time on a search of knowledge, 
they begin to wonder. A call to the pastor or to the 
teacher does nothing to settle their doubts. The par
ent had one way of learning religion; his children are 
not being instructed in that way and he wants to know
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why. Finally, the realization sweeps over the parent 
that there is a new way of learning religion. "Aha," 
he says, "Just as they are teaching a new method in 
mathematics and a new method in English, the kids are 
getting a new method in religion. Great I" The next 
thought that crosses his mind is one of doubt: "Will 
they still be good Catholics? Will they go to Mass 
every Sunday? Deceive the Sacraments frequently? Do 
they respect the priests and sisters?" The proper 
understanding of the "new method" by those who were 
instructed in the "old way" can be grasped more clearly 
by a review of the traditional manner of teaching 
religion.

Jesus Christ must be regarded as the first 
teacher of religion and His methods reflected the cir
cumstances, the lives, and the history of the people 
listening. At one time He spoke to the Chosen Twelve; 
at another great crowds were at His feet. His methods 
changed from time to time. The greatest source of 
material about His methods are the Gospels themselves. 
The doctrine and His methods are there, but they are 
involved with moral precepts, stories, and condemnations 
of attitudes forbidden by God. The Gospel of Saint 
John contains long passages of doctrinal expositions
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which were presented to a group of inquirers or to the 
Twelve. It seems that the author had gathered together 
remarks made on other occasions and linked them with 
his own deductions from them. It cannot "be deduced 
from these long sermons that this is how Christ nor
mally taught doctrine. Often He spoke as though He 
were talking to His hand-picked group, but at other 
times He used methods that would be suitable for those 
who were theological infants. In the face of these 
different methods, it seems to be an inaccurate state
ment to say that Christ "taught religion". Certainly 
He did not do so in any sense that can be compared 
with the modern classroom of today or even to the class 
rooms of earlier years. In method, what Christ did is 
what schools probably have never done.

The longest uninterrupted record of Christ's
teachings is gathered into chapters five and seven of
Saint Matthew's Gospel and is commonly called the
Sermon on the Mount. According to Haughton, this is
a gathering of material that probably was spoken to a
group of uneducated people:

This is clearly a collection for convenience and 
emphasis of teachings given in many places and on 
many occasions, and no doubt frequently repeated. 
But most of them seem to be addressed not to the 
Twelve, for their special training, but to the
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crowds of ordinary people who came to listen.
Among them were certainly many children, and the
frownups were unsophisticated people of Galilee the people of Judea were not so inclined to lis
ten to Him at any length as a group) . . . theoy 
logically they were at a very elementary stage.

The people to whom Christ generally spoke were 
simple and their faith was simple. But their faith was 
solid. What Christ tried to do was to show that ad
herence to the Law meant not mere obedience to Yahweh 
but indicated a general obedience and a giving of the 
whole person. This meant, in practice, an unmeasured 
generosity to other human beings, a giving that did 
not look to a return gift and was not regarded as a 
bargain.

The parables of Christ played another part in 
His method. To the people, especially the children 
of His day, these stories would have been the finest 
and the closest to their minds. They were not the 
mere recitation of a story; Christ often went into 
long expositions of what the parables meant and how 
they were to be applied to daily living. It was not 
a story for the sake of the entertainment, but a 
story with a message. 1

1Rosemary Haughton, Beginning Life In Christ 
(Hew York: the Paulist Press, 1966), p. 17»
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The years between Christ and the early part of 
this century will be covered rather quickly in this 
study. There were eminent teachers as Ambrose, 
Augustine, Cyril of Jerusalem, and Gregory. They were 
not simple men, nor is their work intended for the un
educated. During their lives Christianity was fight
ing for existence in the pagan community. Of necessity 
these men wrote for the instruction of the teacher 
rather than for the instruction of the child. In later 
ages, in various types of schools such as the cateche
tical schools and in various books known as catechisms, 
the truths of Christ continued to be taught. Some 
schools emphasized the mere memorization of questions 
and answers; others tried to put knowledge into prac
tice. The latter method, apparently, was never very 
successful. There was a general feeling that the end 
of catechising was not knowledge but practice, and the 
Council of Trent (154-5-1563) agreed that a parrot-like 
repetition of the words was not enough. But in 1855 
the Bishops of Great Britain, in their Catechism of 
Christian Doctrine, stated that catechism means in
struction by question and answer. As will be seen in 
later paragraphs, almost all of the books and authors 
of the first half of the twentieth century favored the
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"knowledge" view of tlie English Bishops rather than 
the "action" view of the Bishops of Trent*

To those who are in the middle years of life and 
to those who are called senior citizens, the "way they 
were taught religion" is the way mentioned by the Bis
hops of England; much emphasis was given to the mere 
memorization of answers to familiar questions. Most 
were drilled so thoroughly in these answers that forty 
or fifty years later they can still give the answers 
from memory - quoting exact words. With the questions 
and answers given in most catechisms, there were 
usually a few words of explanation, a quotation from 
Sacred Scripture, and a timely example. That knowledge 
of the truths of God alone was considered sufficient 
is noted by the Bishop of Brentwood, England, in his 
introduction to Branigan's work on teaching religion: 
"Religious education, as we understand it, is not a 
vague awareness of God and God's purpose in life. It 
is based on a precise knowledge of a number of truths 
and on the acceptance of a number of definite moral 
instructions."^ That knowledge of religion is alone

J. Branigan, The Teaching of Religion in 
Catholic Schools (London: Macmillan and Co., ttd., 
1956;, p. vi.
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sufficient is shown by the author himself: "The aim 
(of Scripture) here should be to impress the details 
of the story and the actual words of the Scriptural 
text on the childrens' memory, and to bring home to 
them the doctrinal or moral lesson which the Scriptural 
passage was meant to convey.m1 Branigan also wrote 
that the method was so poor because the teachers of 
religion were poorly instructed and had to rely on 
meager knowledge plus an even lesser grasp of methods. 
He tried to impart some fire to the teachers by stating 
that "Anything the teacher says, anything he does or 
uses, must result in a live knowledge, an active, dyna
mic knowledge; nothing must lie passive or become men
tal lumber. Every effort must be directed to the un-

2locking of the treasures of Christ and the Church."
On the Mass he advised them to read the Epistle and 
Gospel, to read the Introit, and to make a note of 
something to think about and something to pray for in 
the approaching Sunday Mass.

In the early 1920's, a Father MacEachen wrote 
that "For three centuries and a half, our catechisms

^Ibid.. p. 36

2Ibid.. p. 199
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have dealt almost exclusively with the intellectual 
side of religion; they have been, for the most part, 
mere digests of theology. The truths of faith are set 
down there with great precision, but they are given 
apart from life in set forms and expressions.1,1 The 
book quoted was a fine example of the author's mind; 
great emphasis was put on the necessity of learning 
in detail the intricacies of what Christ had taught.

In the late 1920's Rev. Rudolph Bandas, a pro
fessor of Dogmatic Theology at the Saint Paul Seminary 
in Minnesota, in commenting on a catechism in use in 
California, noted that "Each lesson consists of a 
connected narrative, catechism questions and answers 
corresponding with a preceding part and a hymn . . . 
The child approaches the catechism text, which is to 
be carefully memorized, through story, picture, and 
poem." Father Bandas objected to the excessive 
emphasis on memorizing and questioned the value of 
using a catechism at all in the first grade. In the * 2

■'"Roderick MacEachen, The Teaching of Religion 
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1921.), p. l7.

2Rev. Rudolph Bandas, Catechetical Methods: 
Standard Methods of Teaching Religion (Few York: 
Joseph f . Wagner,Tnc., 1929) p. 28-29•
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same years the noted Canon of Birmingham, England - 
F. H. Drinkwater - stated that "Catholics in their 
teens are already well grounded in the doctrine of the 
catechism . . • Whatever they learn will be good if it 
feeds their religious life intellectually and devotion- 
ally, and there is no need to be systematic."1

In an address given before the National Cath
olic Alumni Federation in New York City in October of 
1939» Father Gerald Phalen of the Institute of Medi
eval Studies of Toronto gave emphasis to the learn
ing of religion for the sake of learning by saying 
that the teaching of theology as a subject in the 
curriculum aims to give a scientific training in the 
knowledge of revealed truth. He mentioned that this 
knowledge could come in catechism classes, in classes 
of Christian doctrine, by instruction and sermons in 
the chapel, through sodalities and similar societies 
and confraternities, as well as through the general 
discipline of the school or college. Finally, he 
gave confidence to all present that Catholic schools 
had been faithful to their calling and had not neg
lected to give their students the proper training

1F. H. Drinkwater, Twelve and After (London: 
Burns, Oates, and Washbourn'e,' ¡Ltd., l^f?), p. v.
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and instruction.1
In the same year, in his Methods in Teaching 

Religion in Secondary Schools. Fitzpatrick had the 
following observations:

Today there is a real renaissance in religious 
teaching. In all countries there are many evi
dences of it; new methods, new textbooks, new 
illustrations, and new devices . . .  Method had 
become fashionable in religious education. It 
may become too fashionable, a cult . . .  Method 
is not a cure-all, a panacea . . .  Intelligence 
is needed and not mere carrying-on of the methodo
logy. Method is a way of doing something in order 
to achieve some end. It is the end that is impor
tant. ̂

All of the quotations mentioned above represent 
what is called the traditional method of teaching reli
gion. They agree in fact and in principle with the 
nineteenth century statement of the English Bishops 
quoted above.

In the early 1930's the first glimmer of newness 
in religious education appears in the work of Father 
Joseph Oollins of the staff of the Catholic University. 
He spoke of the Integrated Activity Method of teaching

1Gerald Phalen, An address given before the 
meeting of the National Catholic Alumni Federation in 
New York, N. Y., October, 1939«

?Edward A. Fitzpatrick, Methods in Teaching 
Religion in Secondary Schools (Milwaukee: Bruce Pub' 
llshing' C ~ , ”lW(7'p."^j:---
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religion in his book Teaching Religion, This seems to 
begin a trend back to the pleas of the Bishops of 
Trent and a departure from the almost 100 years of 
influence from the Bishops of England.

It should not be concluded that all was lost in 
these one hundred years or that the authors quoted 
gave all efforts to speculative knowledge as the end 
of religion and neglected entirely the practical side 
of doing things. True, they gave instructions that 
today sound frightening or at least imposing; in 1918 
Brownson listed the components of a religion class as 
attendance taking, recitation and assignment of the 
lesson, questions regarding the weekly practice of 
Mass, prayers in chorus, instruction, and hymns.^
But in almost all the authors mentioned in the pre
ceding pages, as well as in many others, there is a 
hint of the learning of religion for the sake of liv
ing religion. But it seemed to remain in the area of 
mere hinting; no one carried the idea to completion 
in spite of the fact that he spent time and effort on 
it. The following authors illustrate the attempt to 
link doctrine with practice. 1

1Josephine Brownson, To the Heart of the Child 
(New York: The Encyclopedia Press, Inc., 1^18), p. vi.
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In 1952 Sister Agnesine listed fourteen ways to 
improve the teaching of religion, including a plea 
that the children he taught not only religious truths 
hut also he taught the practice of religious habits.1 
In the same work she strongly stated that "Although 
our pupils may talk much of Catholic Action, join the 
Legion of Decency, collect money for the missions . . . 
there is not sufficient proof that we have succeeded 
in reaching beneath the surface. Many respond through 
outward pressure or through selfish motives, without 
changing their attitudes and ideas . . . Their acti
vities are not always an outward expression of an

pinner urge. Evidently, we do not convince them.”
Her words and expressions are a summation of an old 
truth: there is no better way to learn than to learn- 
hy-doing. No matter how many times you may tell a 
person how to bake a cake, one really learns by 
actually baking a cake.

Canon Drinkwater noted that they would all 
rather be doing things than studying things, and their 
teacher will be wise to keep the practical issue of 1

1Sister Mary Agnesine, Teaching Religion for 
Living (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 195^), p. 24.

2Ibid.. p. 29.
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every item of religious knowledge in the forefront.1 
In the same era, nearly fifty years ago, MacEachen 
mentioned that "The child must grow in religion with 
natural development of his own powers. His intellec
tual development in religion should be procured by 
the exercise of his own intellect. But religion en
ters into all phases of life and thus it takes on a 
practical character . . .  The test of religion and

2religious training is the conduct of the children."
In a last consideration Branigan stated that 

far more important than knowledge was attitude and 
that "Mere knowledge of truth in religion is not suf
ficient . . .  (the teacher) must not only enumerate 
and describe the obligations of the Christian life - 
he must encourage the child to do the thing he de
scribes, supplying him with motives and incentives 
at every stage that will lead him to do so."^

The point of these last quotations is to stress 
that all authors time and again have mentioned the 
need to learn and to live religion, but nowhere was * 2

■^Drinkwater, p. vi.
2MacEachen, p. 58.

<Branigan, p. 52.
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there any more than a presumption that the "living" 
would follow. This is not said in criticism, but it 
is used to show that a change has taken place and is 
in the process of taking place. In a class of today, 
how much weight would these words have: "The effects 
of Holy Communion are more life in the soul and union 
of the soul with Christ."1 Or these: "Holy Communion 
is the banquet part of the Mass, the completion of the 
sacrifice in which Christ gives Himself as food for 
our souls." These are good words and they are true 
words, and they drive lessons home that have been well 
learned. But they teach religious truths for the sake 
of learning and not for the sake of action. They will 
tell you what a good Christian is, and action should 
follow knowledge, but this does not always happen.

THE KEEYGMATIC
Leaving the traditional style, attention is 

directed to the key phrase of the present day in 
religious education: the kerygmatic approach to the 
teaching of religion. Hardly a day goes by that one 
does not see one or many references to this form of 1 2

1Drinkwater, p. 105•
2Sister Agnesine, p. 103.
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catechetics. Most authors will give the year of 1955 
as the real starting point for this approach. However, 
the same men go hack in history to 1936 and Josef 
Jungmann's The Good Hews and Our Proclamation of the 
Faith as the turning point in the history of Catholic 
religious education. Like all foundation-shaking books, 
this one did not drop out of the heavens without warn
ing. It was the fruit of many years of labor and pre
paration; from many articles and books there arose 
the realization of a need to ask further questions 
about the subject.

Jungmann's analysis of the contemporary pro
blem of preaching and catechizing may be briefly sum
marized.1 He bemoaned the lack of deep understanding 
of Christian revelation among Christian people. He 
claimed that although there is adherence to doctrines 
and moral precepts, there is little appreciation of 
the dynamism, unity, and joy which should character
ize Christian faith. Conventional Christianity, he 
claimed, with its beliefs and devotional practices 
sustained by a church-dominated atmosphere, is no

1The material following is taken from Chapters 
1-5 of The Good News Yesterday and Today by Josef 
Jungmann, (Hew York: WilliamH. 'Sadlier, Inc., 1962).
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longer possible. Thus, Christian faith will tend to 
wither away in the fact of modern man's outlook on the 
universe unless the structure inherent in Christian 
revelation is subjectively grasped by the masses of 
Christian people. The times demand a greater concen
tration, a return to the sources of power, a preaching 
of the gospel to people whose knowledge for the most 
part is a collection of bits and pieces, without unity, 
coherence, or structure. He did not propose, however, 
the teaching of some vast, logical synthesis of doc
trine. On the contrary, he claimed that this is what 
was being attempted and that this is what constitutes 
a large part of the problem. What he did propose was 
that the important things be said and that they be 
said well and that they be said often. Heal problems 
of real people should be discussed, and Christian mo
tivation should be the basis for all moral exhortation.

In the early Church, according to Gabriel Moran, 
there was a real sense of history and historical real
ity of revelation through the Bible and the liturgy.
No one can accurately say when this sense of the his
torical was lost, but the meaning of the loss was a 
general movement away from the "real". In the place 
of a personal, present, social revelation of the
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history of a people, there was gradually substituted 
a revelation conceived in terms of objective categories» 
Given this change, the unity of Christian revelation 
is not found in the person of Jesus Christ, and those 
who live in union with Him, but is found in the unity 
of Christian belief as the end of the objective system.1

To the casual observer Jungmann was merely ask
ing for a reorientation of pastoral efforts and a 
greater emphasis on Scripture and liturgy. Implicit 
in these proposals, however, was a challenge to theo
logy - a challenging of the fundamental content, frame
work, and methodology of modem theology. It was, in 
short, a questioning of whether modern theology had 
really come to grips with the nature of revelation.
If Christian revelation is historically, biblically, 
and liturgically centered, if it is a living, actual, 
communal reality, if it is fulfilled and summarized 
in the person of Christ, then the logical question to 
ask was this: why did theology not seem to have these 
qualities?

Controversy before and after World War II grew 
around Jungmann's proposals; gradually two camps of

1Gabriel Moran, Catechesis of Revelation (New 
York: Herder and Herder, 1966), p. 2]H
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thought began to oppose one another in theory; in 
actuality, they were not really so opposed. The 
"traditionalists” and the "kerygmatics" verbally 
fought until 1935» when the latter viewpoint came to 
be adopted by most of those involved.

At this point there should be a limited look 
at the term "kerygma". There are three different views 
of the word: one group regards it as meaningless or 
obscure, another states that it has an exact meaning 
as a particular approach to religious education, and a 
third regards it as a piece of catechetical jargon.

The word itself means a "publicly-announced 
message." Keryx refers to the herald of such a mes
sage. Etymologically then, there is little in the 
word kerygmatic, if the study is limited to a secular 
usage. When used in connection with Sacred Scripture, 
however, it takes on a new connotation. The verb 
"keryssein" (to proclaim or to preach) is used sixty- 
one times in the New Testament. The words of Saint 
Peter and Saint Paul are used where one wants to iden
tify kerygma with "The body of essential truths which 
God meant to be proclaimed."1 Thus, kerygma takes on

Johannes Hofinger, The ABC’S of Modern Cate- 
chetics (New York: William li. £>adlier,""Tnc., 1962), 
p. 15«
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the meaning of a nucleus of primitive preaching common 
to all the apostles« In these days, to use the keryg- 
matic approach does not put one automatically into a 
movement or a school.

Gatti defines kerygma as "The publicly pro
claimed message of the Gospel - God's call to man to 
share life with Him through Christ."1 In the early 
Church, he states, it was the nucleus of the Apostles' 
primitive preaching from which the gospels and epistles 
took shape. Historically, its hearers were those who 
had not heard of Christ before; the kerygma was the 
missionary preaching of the early Church. "How,"
Gatti asks, "can we speak of the kerygmatic approach 
in catechetics, if the kerygma does not apply to us?"
He replies:

Let us realize what the kerygma was meant to ac
complish. A closer look will show that it is 
essentially more than a message; it is the very 
person Jesus Christ. For it was through the Pas
sion of CHRIST, the death of CHRIST, the resur
rection and ascension of CHRIST that God's sal- 
vific will was accomplished. It was Jesus, cru
cified and risen, the CHRIST and Lord, whom the 
Apostles preached. In response to this preaching 
was the hearer's "yes" or "no" to a person, to 
Christ. This kerygma led to a conversion or a 
rejection, it offered an opportunity to respond

1Daniel J. Gatti, "Understanding the Keryg
matic Approach," The Catholic School Journal. LXVI 
(February, 1966), 72 •
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to God's invitation. It called for a free re
sponse of belief, and it led to Baptism. But 
what need have the baptized for the kerygma? It 
has already accomplished its work in us. But 
has it? There is no denying the fact of one's 
baptism; but what about one's conversions? Bap
tized as an infant, one can only speak of his 
conversion as his maturity . . .  this continuing 
conversion is always present, for the Christian 
is always becoming what he is,- by maturing in 
knowledge and love of Christ.

It appears that the same notion is present in 
those who speak of commitment, a word which means that 
all must discover the meaning of what it is to be a 
Christian by being a Christian, by living the faith. 
Faith in its entirety is not something learned from a 
textbook; it is something experienced, something lived. 
Hofinger has the same idea when he says that "The 
kerygma is not so much a body of doctrine as it is a 
person. Christ is the Kerygma. He is the Good News,
the gift of the Father to us. He is the central

2figure." The Christian message is no mere listing 
of obligations, it is God's own ¿joyful message to us. 
Therefore, the Christian doctrine must not be presented 
solely as what people must believe, what they must do, 
and what means people must use. The Christian doctrine 1

1Ibid.
?Hofinger, p. 20.
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must be taught as a life to be lived, as God's loving 
design for people and the response of the people.

Two German catechists speak the same message;
1 2Hansemann and Kampmann use a few examples to illus

trate the "encounter" with God. They say that two 
billiard balls strike one another on a table, whereas 
two ships can truly meet. A man can encounter a se
cret of nature, but two men can truly encounter each 
other. According to the catechists, men can also en
counter God, not only as a religious experience but 
also as a real commitment. The elements of such an 
encounter would be: (1) things are in motion (a "set" 
God or man would not be fit for an encounter); (2) 
they approach one another from different directions; 
(3) they meet-in-passing one another (here lies the 
necessary freedom of decision as they could have 
avoided each other); (4) the contact takes time (this 
must be allowed, for there is no great hurry); (5) 
after the encounter, they part from one another.
What remains exteriorly? Not much, but there is in
comparably more interiorly. The point made is that

^"George Hansemann, Katechese abs Dienst am 
Glauben (Freiburg: I960).

pTheodore Kampmann, Erziehung und Glaube 
(Munich: I960).
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this encounter is more than a learning of doctrine, 
more than an assimilation of material into one's 
being. It is the taking of Christ into one's being. 
Over and over again, this message is heard in the 
kerygmatic authors: when one meets Christ, it is not 
a one-way meeting, the doctrine of Christ is not 
merely poured into our minds. When I as a person 
meet Christ as a person, I am called into question.
I must respond. This would be the encounter in its 
most profound sense. This even changes a man. He 
experiences himself, stands in himself so that he is 
"there”, different from what he was before. The en
counter calls forth and evokes the innermost being 
of a man.

Encounter has the character of a calling-forth 
of a person. If the other is God and if a true en
counter between God and man is to take place, the 
human person is summoned by the Divine. If man does 
not turn away, as he is free to do, faith is awakened. 
Faith is more than knowledge, understanding and ex
perience. It is a genuine contact with Christ.

Mention here should be made of the introduction 
into religious education of the Munich Method - an 
integration of the kerygmatic renewal and the activity
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school. According to the developers of this method, 
psychology forms a sound basis for learning. For 
them, explanation helped factual knowledge, but an 
object was not necessarily known or grasped in its 
essence by simple explanation. Learning, especially 
for children, is dependent upon a sound psychological 
process. The threefold unity of presentation, ex
planation, and application was introduced into re
ligious education as the Munich Method. In the past, 
emphasis has been made on the pure knowledge of things 
spiritual; the emphasis was on the subject, namely the 
child, who could know objects fully. In the Munich 
Method emphasis was on the activity principle and the 
educational pendulum swung from the subject to the 
object. It postulates that the child should contact 
and work with the material itself; knowledge and 
understanding should become self-discovery. Father 
(xoldbrunner says:

This method had several new characteristics. It 
developed a topic instead of explaining it. It 
led the students to the text by means of verbal 
and visual presentation instead of proceeding di
rectly from the text to explanation. Structured 
lessons were prepared, demonstrated, and published. 
Strict adherence to three main steps (presentation, explanation, and application) was considered ab
solutely necessary • • . (the) method met opposi
tion. Many feared that the psychology of the 
method would cause the death of formulated doctrine
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and would bring about a naturalization of the con
tent of Revelation.

These quotations represent the views of those 
who propose the kerygmatic method. There is a dif
ference between these views and those of the tradi
tionalists. There is even a difference among the 
authors of the kerygmatic, but with the latter there 
is an agreement as to the sources of proper religious 
teaching; the sources commonly agreed on are the Bible, 
liturgy, doctrine, and witness.

The current biblical revival is probably at the 
root of all religious development. It gives strength 
to the liturgical renewal. It supports the fresh air 
of modern theology, and it is the background for the 
fervor in the Church's renewal. In its creativeness 
it has no equal. Refer for a moment to the words of 
Isaia:

For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are 
your ways my ways, says the Lord. For as the 
heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways 
higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your 
thoughts. For as the rain and the snow come down 
from heaven and return not there, but water the 
earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving 
seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall 1

1Josef Goldbrunner (ed.), New Cathechetical 
Methods (Notre Dame: University of llotre Dame Pi’ess, 1^66), p. 42.
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my word be that which goes forth from my mouth; 
it shall not return to me empty."

The Word of God is dynamic, not in the sense 
that one must shout it at the top of his voice and 
sweat profusely when he speaks, but in the sense that 
the Word itself has the power and the ability within 
itself to change the person who hears it® Saint Paul 
said that faith comes from hearing« The Word must be 
heard; it must change the listener. The Christian 
of today will not be better unless he receives the 
Word which can change him.

In the forefront of renewal and the most known 
and most controversial in the current liturgical re
vival is the liturgy itself. Rubrics would be a de
finition of liturgy in days past, but the liturgy is 
not simply mechanics. If the liturgy is to be a 
proper source for today's religious teaching, it must 
become the holy ground where a person experiences his 
God, the peak experience of faith. In the early Church 
the liturgy was the only source of instruction, of 
religious teaching. Religious teaching for today 
pleads for entry into God, for the acceptance of Him 
as a Person and not as a blast of air or as power. 1

1Isa. 55*8-11.
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By the proper use of the liturgy, the dead word is 
brought to life by the official encounter of the 
Christian with God.

As a third source of modern religious training, 
doctrine holds the place of a bridge that enables the 
biblical events to become alive to the one who reads 
them. People now want to deal only with that which is 
relevant; doctrine has the task of bringing the time
worn words of the Bible down to the man of 1967.
Words become tiring, especially as they read and re
read them. Language itself grows old. Doctrine has 
the task of making the language live, of making the 
old words mean something to the new man. It has to 
bridge the gap that has grown over the times.

Personal witness is the fourth source of God's 
message. It is a known fact that people ¿judge others 
by what they see rather than by what they hear. They 
do not listen, they look. If one is not thoroughly 
convinced of his message, it is quite likely that he 
will be re;jected. Father McBride says: "We must re
store the flame of Christianity and remember that this 
fire does not exist in books. It exists in people.
It is only in personal relation, in the restoration 
of personal witness that we can convince the people
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of our age of the importance of Christianity.»

THE MESSAGE OP VATICAN II
What does the Second Vatican Council say con

cerning the subject of this discussion? Surely this 
great body of 2500 bishops from all over the world 
spent more than a fleeting moment on this matter. In 
keeping with the above-noted four sources, the Council 
stated the need for adequate knowledge of the Bible, 
the active nature of the liturgy, the necessity of re
vising formulations to express the immutable content 
of faith according to the changing modes of thought, 
and the role of living witness, particularly the wit
ness of laymen.

All these notions have been expressed many 
times in the history of councils, synods, and informal 
gatherings. The emphasis and the words of the present 
Council might be expressed in a different manner, but 
the ideas are basically a repetition of previous meet
ings. But the Bishops of Vatican II added a most 
significant phase of study when they discussed a change 
of attitudes, in addition to a study of documents. 1

1Alfred McBride, Catechetics: A Theology of 
Proclamation (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 1^6),pp. 11-12.
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The Council definitely shows a shift to studying 
frames of mind as well as studying doctrine. The 
documents of the Council must he studied not only in 
their relationship with themselves and the other docu 
ments of history, hut also in relationship to the con 
text of the whole modern environment.

To analyze the meaning of attitudes is not 
easy, hut there is a breakdown of the various cate
gories of the most pronounced attitudes. To bring 
out the significance these attitudes can he compared 
to others which illustrate past situations. Atti
tudes, though, are enigmatic. No one should he so 
naive as to imagine that today's attitudes are com
pletely comprehended by all, nor should anyone ima
gine that yesterday's attitudes have completely dis
appeared from the scene. The attitudes under study 
in Vatican II may he grouped under five headings: 
pastoral responsibility, dialogue, personal relation
ships, simplicity, and centers of interest.

At the root of these revised attitudes lies 
the Council's basic intention - its pastoral respon
sibility. To understand what this means in the con
text of Church history, one must look at two equally 
essential intentions: the doctrinal intention (often
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connected with ¿judicial responsibility), and the pasto 
ral intention. In history the accent is sometimes 
placed on the one and sometimes on the other. It is 
understood simply by referring to the period before, 
during, and after the Council of Trent. The Church at 
that time was faced with multiple problems, not the 
least of which were abuses, disorganization, and a 
number of dissenters. The spirit of the time was an 
attempt to state doctrine accurately and to reorganize 
The accent was on uniformity, immutability, and the 
possession of truth. It was not a wrong attitude, 
but it was an attitude of the times, dictated by the 
circumstances of the era and probably the only atti
tude that would have been feasible, possible, and 
effective. The direction did lead to rigidity and 
four hundred years later this rigidity was seen as a 
hindrance to the very life of the Church. Into this 
atmosphere - and the spirit of Trent carried over 
until the present days - came Pope John XXIII. Seem
ingly inspired by God, he saw that the attitude that 
had been necessary during the 150 0's and 1600's was 
the very attitude that was preventing the Church to
day from being a sign of the times. In this half of 
the twentieth century the attitude of Trent was
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over-exaggerated and a hindrance rather than a help. 
Hence, the Church under John's direction resolved to 
progress with another attitude, that of charity.
Pope John was an example of a person truly endowed 
with charity in its greatest and most usable degree. 
This was the kind of charity that took note of human 
situations as well as the essential facts of doctrine, 
and understood God's message in relation with man's 
needs and desires. This could be called the existen
tial view.

The aspects of charity and truth are still com
plementary and not exclusive. In the culture of ci
vilization one is accustomed to think of truth moving 
toward charity rather than the opposite. He believes 
that he must first agree on a truth that will serve 
as a basis for communal activity, and charity will then 
serve in agreement with this truth. This is a logical 
order of procedure and can be expected to be followed 
in almost all cases. But the experiences of life 
teach people that all cases involving human beings do 
not always work out quite so logically. Man sometimes 
undergoes an experience that he does not fully under
stand. He really is seeking a truth implied in an 
action that is already happening. In this case
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experienced truth is in the forefront and the most im
portant form of experienced truth is charity. Neither 
Pope John nor any of the modern theologians imply that 
the Church intends to show less concern for truth in 
the name of charity. It does mean that in this era 
after Vatican II, the charity of the times will lead 
us to a more faithful union with the content of Reve
lation, a content that is the same for all men "but can 
be thought of in many ways. The prominence given to 
the question of pastoral responsibility by the Council 
Bishops tallies with the Church*s attitude of the pre
sent: the Church is the servant of humanity.

A second area of attitudes that has helped to 
reshape catechetics is that of dialogue. ‘'The Church 
has entered the path of dialogue and ecumenism with elo
quent gestures. She no longer considers that ‘others' 
must simply 'return* to her, but admits herself that 
she must adopt more flexible positions and thus favor 
the encounter." The Church is in a frame of listen
ing; she listens to her children, to her separated 
brethren, and to the world at large. She knows that 
all have something to say to her. The word dialogue

"^Marcel van Caster, "Catechesis in the Spirit 
of Vatican II," Lumen Vitae. XXI (June, 1966), 122.
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does not give a connotation only of talking; it also 
implies a willingness to listen. Listening implies 
hearing with charity and again the point of the pre
vious section is mentioned. The Church listens, then 
replies in the hope that others may be disposed to 
listen with charity. It has been noted in some circles 
especially among those who are fearful of change, that 
dialogue becomes identified with a surrendering of prin 
ciples, either in terms of the truth or in terms of 
the requirements stated by Christ in the Gospels. 
Dialogue is not meant to do away with evangelical con
versation, but is intended to foster it by a closer 
contact and by a clearer understanding of all the good 
there is in men, even when they vary from others in 
ways that were once considered unacceptable.

Some of the extreme views recently noted in the 
renewal of the Church have come in the area of dia
logue. Points have been made that have no foundation; 
statements of doctrine have been made that are incor
rect with the words of Christ; in some instances Pope 
Paul VI has seen fit to issue letters of admonition 
and fatherly counsel in the hope of keeping the lanes 
of dialogue open and, at the same time, correcting the 
extreme and non-orthodox teachings.
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The third area of contrasting attitudes con
sidered by Vatican II is that of personal relation
ships, Here there is discussion of the relation be
tween the members of the Church, as opposed to the 
previous discussion of the relation between members of 
the Church and those outside her. Van Caster notes1 
that the emphasis of authority is not a surprising 
factor when we are dealing with revealed truth. This 
has been the case in the past and has definitely af
fected the teaching of catechetics both in the manner 
of presentation and in the composition of textbooks. 
But the exercising of authority may lead to authori
tarianism, which is hostile to any form of criticism 
and even in its well-intentioned form shows a tendency 
to use force. Here is the problem of freedom and 
authority, freedom of conscience, and the autonomy of 
the individual. The Church today is clearly aware of 
the fact that the Spirit of truth is at work in every 
conscience, and is working in the direction of making 
this fact a useful factor in the teaching of Christ's 
counsels. The subject of freedom is another area in 
which an extreme view can easily be taken if caution

1Ibid.. p. 124.
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is not observed. This fact must not stop the investi
gations. Freedom in its purest form does not mean the 
ability to do anything that one wishes, but the ability 
to "be someone." In his search for true freedom, a 
Christian cannot forget the role of authority, and the 
authority cannot forget that there must be allowance 
for constructive criticism that is well founded. Cri
ticism of this kind, even in public expression, should 
be allowed so that a greater number of good Christians 
may be sharers in the responsibility of the entire 
Church. In his search for freedom, a true Christian 
could never forget the need for obedience. Since obe
dience is needed within the Church, the solution would 
be to integrate true obedience with legitimate cri
ticism.

The fourth area of Vatican II*s concern in the 
field of catechetics is simplicity. For centuries a 
mood seemed to prevail through the Church that the 
glory of Christ's kingdom on earth depended upon the 
prestige that its members enjoyed with their fellow 
human beings. The true value of the Church, however, 
is not really expressed by those things that create 
a sensation in the world. Christ does not gain from 
the fact that so many millions call themselves Christian.
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He Himself performed His miracles in a manner that 
was much less than spectacular. He did not allow His 
words and actions to he surrounded by a wealth of pub
licity. His intentions, like those of the Church to
day, were to communicate with man in depth, allowing 
conversation and a greater commitment to the Kingdom 
of God to develop slowly. The Church today understands 
that she does not have to compete with the world in 
order to make a dazzling impression. As a result, 
the Church and her greatest dignitaries are return
ing to a greater form of simplicity. This change 
in attitude cannot go to an extreme and become tim
idity. The Church does not need to fear the world, 
any more than she has to compete with it. Even 
though the true prestige of the Church does not depend 
upon her numbers one cannot underestimate the impor
tance of practicing religion.

To conclude this section on contrasting atti
tudes there should be a discussion on the subject that 
has led many to be unnerved in this day of catecheti
cal reform. The Council asked itself: in what cen
ters of interest does the Church wish to be engaged?
One knows that Christ instituted the Church for the 
Kingdom of God, and He must advance toward the
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fulfillment of that kingdom. There are those, however, 
who have set this kingdom as being exclusively in a 
faraway place totally removed from the values of 
earth. According to this view, the actions of the pre
sent life can be considered virtuous only in relation 
to some "other" life. It is not surprising that under 
these conditions the Church appears remote from the 
daily problems of mankind. Now Vatican II wants people 
to direct their attention to any number of problems 
that exist among the people of God. Modern man wishes 
to serve the whole of humanity, and the Church has 
responded with deep sympathy to these yearnings for 
justice and general human progress. There is no de
sire to substitute earthly values for the Kingdom of 
God in order to satisfy the world's present tastes, 
but the Church does wish to show by word and action 
that all human values are destined to be integrated 
into Christianity.

As a result of these attitudes and admonitions 
coming from Vatican II, there are certain kerygmatic 
implications for the teaching of religion. Certainly 
there must be a place in the methods used for a normal 
dialogue and the respect of freedom. Not only should 
people be looking at others with an eye for the good
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and true elements, but one should also look at himself 
with loyal consideration for the new positions that 
the Church wishes to adopt. Catechesis definitely 
must adopt living problems as its theme. One noted 
teacher of religion not long ago said that a religion 
textbook was out of date in a year's time. It was 
not, he added, that the book itself was at fault nor 
were the authors to be blamed for a derelict job. It 
was a simple matter of application of principles to 
material of the present.

In summary of the two schools of thought in 
the matter of teaching religion, it may be concluded 
that the traditional and the kerygmatic methods (if 
they can be called methods) are not so much in oppo
sition as they are in contrast. The former empha
sizes acquisition of knowledge as being the goal in 
mind. What is memorized is not seemingly as impor
tant as how it is memorized, at what time of life it 
is memorized, and whether it can be repeated back 
word for word. In some vague manner, the truths 
learned were to be applied to modern life. On the 
other hand, the contrasting kerygmatic method does 
not emphasize anything except that to be a Christian 
means to live the person Christ.
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THE CATECHIST
Finally, mention should be made about the 

training of the teacher of religion or the catechist» 
Research into old manuals does not give much informa
tion about the individual as catechist» There are 
references made to the fact that those who teach re
ligion should be learned, pious, zealous, and capable» 
Rarely does one find any specific reference to a pro
gram of training for the catechist. Almost all the 
recent books have a chapter or a large section de
voted to guidelines for this important task. One 
calls the catechist a collaborator with Christ; an
other states that:

The catechist stands between God's message and 
man, as a prophetic mediator between the two » . . 
As catechist you must draw on the four sources of 
God's message, know the psychology and sociology 
of your audience, and incorporate the dynamism 
and personalism of our culture into your thinking, 
blending all these elements into a workable pre
sentation. You do not act alone, for Christ is 
actively present in you, uttering His creative and 
dynamic word. Let Him have His way.

Hofinger mentions that the voice of the cate
chist is the principal catechetical agency and devotes

pan entire section of his work to the teacher of

Hofinger, p. llff.

^McBride, p. 15.
2
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religion. He notes the importance of fidelity, un
selfishness, winning zeal, a living faith, a winning 
personality, careful training, but concludes that all 
these would be superficial "Were the catechist to 
neglect his own spiritual formation and character de
velopment, as well as his Christian social behavior»
It is never sufficient for him to be a good teacher; 
he must be above everything a 'witness to Christ' and 
committed to Christ completely.1,1 Emphasis on the 
Bible must be equal to the meaning it will have in the 
life of the catechist. One who knows and loves the 
Bible will communicate this love to his pupils. A 
teacher who talks about the Bible as the most impor
tant book ever conceived and written, but who does not 
give it first place in his own daily personal life 
would provide poor motivation indeed. Hofinger sug
gested that the aim of the catechist be the reading of 
the whole New Testament yearly on a regular schedule. 
One chapter daily would allow this, plus a systematic 
perusal of the Old Testament. His reading should in 
some fashion harmonize with the liturgical year, 
scheduled in tune with what is being celebrated during 
the various seasons.

1Ibid., p. 15.
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Van. Caster repeats the advice of Hofinger in 
that he mentions the importance of combining root 
knowledge with witness for Christ as necessary ingre
dients for a fruitful harvest in the field of cateche- 
sis. The knowledgeable Jesuit envisages the aims of 
catechesis as "Knowledge acquired with an open mind 
in a spirit of authenticity, spiritual experience as 
a foundation for witness, and a teaching practice di
rected by criticism.1,1 The first aim includes the 
search for the word of God, man, and the ways in 
which the word can be communicated to man. This type 
of study gives a certain theoretical knowledge, but 
the author again mentions the importance of the move
ment from this knowledge to a living knowledge. 
Authenticity demands the avoidance of the extreme of 
narrow-minded traditionalism as much as an inconsider
ate enthusiasm for the newer notions; it also demands 
an open-mindedness toward everything worthy of con
sideration. In other words, the true Catholic spirit 
is needed for the fulfillment of this aim. The second 
aim repeats Hofinger's words for the combination of 
knowledge and witness, in that Van Caster notes that

^Van Caster, p. 240.



"This objective testimony can find its normal ex
pression only when it involves the inner consent of 
the witness, that is to say, when this truth and 
this action are recognized as being present in the 
petitioner*"1 The spirituality of the catechist ap
proaches the very attitude of Christ; Christ rejoiced 
when He made His Father*s name known to all men. The 
catechist must be animated by the same love for the 
same Father and must derive the necessary strength for 
this task from his faith in the very power of the word 
of God. In short, a spiritual formation founded on 
experience favors Christian testimony practiced in 
faith and proclaimed in charity. The last aim stated 
by the author brings in a new point of criticism mixed 
with the practice. It emphasizes the fact that cate- 
chesis is an art as well as a science, an art that 
needs criticism in the acquiring of real teaching ex
perience, and the experience should be qualitative and 
not merely quantitative.

Another priest-author, Father Joseph Collins, 
brings up the importance of the training of the cate
chist by putting that section in his work immediately

-‘‘Ibid.. p. 244.
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following his introductory remarks. He divides his 
treatment into sections concerning professional re
quirements (knowledge, professional training, and self
training) and spiritual qualities (firm faith, super
natural love, good example, industry, kindness, 
patience and enthusiasm). None of the material
seems to add anything significant to what has been 
said already.

Other authors consulted and read are of one 
opinion, namely, that the training of a catechist must 
be as important as the material itself. 1

1Joseph B. Collins, Confraternity Teacher's 
Guide (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., I960)» PP« 
41-51.



CHAPTER 4

THE SURVEY 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL
The task of conducting a survey is one that, 

at the outset, seems simple enough« A person can read 
about this survey or that one, and conclude that the 
entire task is a matter of wishing, compiling, measur
ing, and writing« The most important task of the one 
performing the survey, in this writer's opinion, is 
that of deciding "why" the survey is to be conducted« 
Once the "why” is established, the other problems 
seem to be solved as they appear.

The "why” of this work was one that came to 
the writer's mind easily enough. As a teacher of re
ligion for ten years, and specifically as a teacher 
of high school religion in a series of Catholic high 
schools through these ten years, one can see that a 
gradual change has come into the method of instruction 
in the faith. At the beginning of these ten years, it 
seemed that religion in Catholic circles was a matter 
of memorization. The Commandments of God and the 
Church were memorized as were the matter and form of 
the seven sacraments. The confusing chronological
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order of the Holydays of Obligation and the days of 
fast and abstinence were also committed to memory. At 
the end of these ten years, a teacher found himself 
dealing with the same situations and problems, the same 
style and type of student, but a different manner and 
means of presentation. Now it was not unusual to deal 
with problems of social injustice, the death-of-God 
theologians, racial imbalance, doubts of faith, and the 
ever present problems of morality. As stated above, 
the students were basically the same, but the problems 
and decisions facing them were somehow very different. 
In conversations with other teachers of religion, in 
formal conferences and in informal sessions in re
laxed surroundings, the same topic raised its head 
again and again: "How do you teach religion now?"
In talking and listening, a person came away with the 
conclusion that there was indeed a vast difference in 
the manner and the means of presentation. The word 
"kerygmatic" appeared more and more in conversations. 
One teacher would hold forth for the merits and ef
fectiveness of the traditional methods, emphasizing 
the necessity of a certain amount of memorized material 
for the living of a good Christian life. Another 
teacher would state that the one great necessity of
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Christian living was the witness one gave to the teach
ings of Christo After a few years of taking part in 
and listening to such conversations, a group decided 
to conduct a survey on a local basis to determine one 
thing: Is there a difference between the way religion 
is taught to students and the way the experts say it 
should be taught, and if a difference exists, can it 
be measured?

It would be well to confess that the pre-thoughts 
of the writer were rather definite. He was of the 
opinion that there were differences and that they 
could be measured by some type of questionnaire. The 
exact type of questions and measurements for the ques
tionnaire were not considered at the beginning, but 
merely the thought that the task was possible. The 
approach at the beginning was very broad. The first 
thought was to measure and evaluate the way that high 
school juniors in the Archdiocese of Omaha were taught 
religion. A questionnaire would be submitted to the 
juniors in various Catholic high schools during a 
school year when these students had been exposed only 
to a traditional manner of teaching. One year later, 
the following class - one that had been exposed to a 
kerygmatic style of teaching - would be tested. The
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results of the two classes with the same questionnaire 
would then be compared» Other factors that could be 
evaluated were the single-sex schools and the coeduca
tional schools, male teachers and female teachers, 
small, medium, and large schools, city and rural 
schools, morning and afternoon classes, schools with 
religiously-oriented clubs and those without» All of 
these original ideas were dismissed as being irrele
vant or of little value»

The final plan was chosen after much thought, 
consultation, trial, and error. The most relevant, 
useful, and needed plan seemed to be the measurement 
of the knowledge of and the attitudes in Scripture 
and Liturgy of the students of the high schools of the 
Archdiocese of Omaha. The results would then be com
pared with the knowledge and attitudes of a board of 
national experts in the field of religion and cate- 
chetics. In this way, the opinions of the students 
and the opinions of the experts could be gathered from 
representative groups. The two studies could then be 
brought together, compared, and evaluated. It was 
hoped that the results might be of some value to those 
who are now engaged in the field of teaching religion 
in high schools, not only in Omaha and the rest of the
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Archdiocese, hut also in other areas of the country.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
With the project definitely directed, the next 

step was the consultation of others who had completed 
some work in the same area. A letter was written to 
Father Andrew Greeley, a member of the National Opin
ion Research Center of Chicago, requesting a copy of 
the material used in his survey.1 With this question
naire as a starting point and with the assistance of a 
college questionnaire devised by Mundelein College of 
Chicago, the project began to take shape. This ques
tionnaire would include forty items. These were di
vided into four categories: ten questions each on 
the objective knowledge of Sacred Scripture, the ob
jective knowledge of Liturgy, and subjective attitudes 
from Scripture, and the subjective attitudes from 
Liturgy. Ideas from the survey and questionnaires 
mentioned above were incorporated into some of the 
forty items.

The first attempts at questionnaire items were 
clumsy and inept, poorly phrased, and poorly struc
tured. Of the original forty questions, less than half

1Greeley and Rossi, pp. 290ff«
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were used in the survey; others were added to the ori
ginal list. The first revised copy of questions was 
sent to the following for their opinions: Rev. Robert 
R. Morocco, Rev. Richard L. Swolek, Rev. Robert 
Preisinger, Sister Loretta Koley, R.S.M., and Sister 
Theresann Frederichs, R.S.M. These five were chosen 
for their knowledge and interest. All five were or 
are possessors of Masters Degrees in Theology or in 
Religious Education; some were heads of Theology De
partments on the college level; others headed Religion 
Departments on the high school level. All were en
gaged in the teaching of religion. Their comments 
and viewpoints on the items at this phase were ex
tremely helpful. Open-ended or essay-type questions 
were brought into the discussions but were promptly 
discarded. The difficulty of measuring the answers 
of such questions and the variety of answers received 
were the reasons used for the elimination. The thesis 
advisor also rejected the idea of open-ended questions 
for the same reasons.

After speaking and listening to and reading 
the advice of the experts, the final form of the ques
tionnaire emerged. For each question it was decided 
that there would be four possible answers: two of the
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answers would be worded so as to express the thinking 
of those who were taught or were being taught in a 
traditional manner, and two of the answers were worded 
in the language of the kerygmatic style of the recent 
authors. Great pains were taken to phrase each of the 
four answers for each item in similar language. The 
length of each answer was also considered. Where pos
sible and logical, each reply to a question began with 
the same phrase, such as "I feel that" or "is the" or 
"there should be". This was done intentionally, as 
was the attempt to make each reply of the same length, 
in order to assure a fair choice. A check of the 
questionnaire in Appendix I will show how successful 
was this attempt.

In the writer's mind and in the mind of those 
who were working on the project were these constant 
thoughts: Will this work as it should? Will those 
who have been taught in a more traditional manner 
choose the replies that are worded in a traditional 
fashion or not? Is the questionnaire valid?

The discussion of the validity of the question
naire must take into account the definition of the 
term. Johnson and Jackson give a definition that is 
typical of others in the field: "By validity is meant
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the degree of accuracy with which (the test) does 
measure what it purports to measure.”1 A dictionary 
definition will give support to the words of the stat
isticians by stating that validity means "capable of 
being ¿justified or supported" and "well-grounded or 
sound". To show that the questionnaire used in this 
survey possesses validity in the sense of these defi
nitions will be done in four areas.

First, the experience of the author of the 
questionnaire must be a sound factor, even though it 
is not conclusive in itself. Ten years of experience 
in the field of teaching religion to high school stu
dents, ten years of talking, listening, arguing, and 
discussing with other teachers in the same field should 
be of some value in the structure of the measuring docu 
ment. The teaching of the actual curricular material 
and the class achievements of both teacher and stu
dents are of value to the style and expression of the 
questions and answers.

Secondly, the original search for help from 
recognized experts in the area of measurement of

Calmer 0. Johnson and Robert W. B. Jackson, 
Introduction to Statistical Methods (New York:
Prent ice Hal l"Tnc., 1953), p. 315.
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religious education was one of the first items on the 
agenda of the project. Father Greeley and Doctor 
Peter Rossi, both of NORC, were the first people con
sulted so that their methods of asking and construct
ing questions could be studied. Much valuable aid was 
obtained through their assistance.

Thirdly, after consultation with those who were 
expert in the field of measurement, those who were con
sidered experts in the field of religious education 
were sought. These included Father Greeley and Doctor 
Rossi, plus Fathers Morocco, Swolek, and Preisinger, 
and Sisters Loretta and Theresann, whose competence 
was described above. Their help and advice were re
ceived, discussed, and used. Their suggestions were 
particularly directed toward the essential subject 
matter of the items. They were also asked to formu
late answers that would reveal quite clearly a tradi
tional or kerygmatic background. Finally, they were 
asked to eliminate irrelevant and non-discriminatory 
statements.

Fourthly, the validity of a document can be 
shown simply by a controlled experiment and an idea 
known as "see if it works as it should." For this 
very important part of establishing the validity of
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the questionnaire the author chose a controlled group 
of members of the 1966 graduating class of Archbishop 
Ryan Memorial High School of Omaha. From experience, 
from his own teaching, and from the teaching of others, 
the author knew that these students had never or had 
rarely been exposed to religion being taught in any
thing other than a traditional manner. Sixty-one 
members of the class, chosen at random, were given a 
sample questionnaire without previous warning or ex
planation. Glass members were told merely to choose 
those answers that seemed to be more correct. The 
answers chosen should have been those worded in the 
traditional language rather than those worded in the 
kerygmatic manner, since these sixty-one people knew 
little of the kerygmatic. Almost without exception, 
the controlled group chose the traditional answers as 
is shown in Table 4.1. With this as a final demon
stration of validity, the administration of the ques
tionnaire to the large groups began in earnest.

THE GROUPS SURVEYED
The selection of the groups to be surveyed is 

as complicated as the process of compiling a ques
tionnaire. Groups of people are so readily identi
fiable that the task of obtaining "the” group seems
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Table 4.1
ANSWERS CHOSEN BY THE CONTROLLED GROUP 

TO DEMONSTRATE VALIDITY

Question*

Answers Chosen

Traditional Kerygmatic

One A 15 46
One G 51 10
Two A 55 6
Two I 55 8
Three D 60 1
Four F 49 12

easy. The fact that there are so many groups of people 
lends emphasis to the fact that to obtain "the" group 
is a difficult task. The subject matter is often a 
sensitive topic; people are sensitive also. Adminis
trators, supervisors, and counselors are hesitant to 
be a part of a survey. Fortunately, those asked to be 
a part of this survey were most cooperative. Right 
Reverend Monsignor Roman Ulrich and Reverend Anthony 
A. Petrusic, Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent

*The exact wording of the sample questions is given in Appendix I.



respectively of the Schools of the Archdiocese of 
Omaha gave their approval to the work. Each of the 
pastors, assistant pastors, and principals involved 
returned all questionnaires within a ten-day period. 
The attitude of all involved was not one of "We have 
nothing to hide - full speed ahead on the project",
"but rather an attitude of sincere and honest seeking 
of an answer to an everlasting question: "How good 
is the religious education program in the schools?" 
There was no intentional comparison of one school 
staff with another, no down-grading of one school and 
up-grading of another« The intention was to ascer
tain if the programs of religious education were up- 
to-date, as it were, with what the creative experts 
in the field advise.

At the beginning it was decided to limit the 
student section of the sample to the Archdiocese of 
Omaha; it could have been conducted over the entire 
state of Nebraska, but the problems of administration 
would have been multiplied« In the Archdiocesan sys
tem there are twenty-nine high schools ranging in size 
from seventy students to more than a thousand« Twelve 
of the schools are within the city limits of Omaha, 
seventeen may be classified as rural or small-town
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units. It was further decided that a total of one 
thousand students would he sampled, with the total 
being evenly divided, as far as possible, between 
boys and girls, large city and small town, large 
schools and small schools. All schools invited to 
participate were coeducational (with the exception 
of one), all have a comprehensive program that in
cludes a college preparatory course, the arts, manual 
skills, and the sciences. The anonymity of the par
ticipating schools was requested and is honored.
Table 4.2 gives an over-view of the schools that 
joined in the survey.

Table 4.2
SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN THE SURVEY

Enrollment Type

Location 0-99 100-499 500+ Parish Central

Outside
Omaha 1 7 0 3 5

Within
Omaha 0 3 2 2 3

The questionnaires were mailed out and returned 
during the month of April, 1966. Each questionnaire
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had an attached page of directions and a request for 
general information.1 A special sheet of directions

pwas mailed to each administrator of the survey.“
With the possibility of a difference in teachers from 
one school to another, a separate questionnaire was 
included for each teacher in the individual schools.
The results of the teachers^ questionnaire will be dis
cussed in the following chapter.

The search for a board of experts was not limited 
to the Archdiocese of Omaha because the subject matter 
of religious education is a national item. Question
naires were sent to diocesan priests, religious men 
and women, and lay people in all areas of the country.
It was hoped that a cross section of all levels would 
result in a stable and certain board. Qualifications 
for being an expert included those who were authors of 
texts of religion, those who possessed doctorates in 
Theology or in Religious Education, those who were 
candidates for these degrees, leaders of various di
ocesan programs of religious education, and teachers 1 2

1Appendix II.

2Appendix III.

yAppendix IV.
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of religion. The names, titles, and location of those 
composing the hoard can be found in Appendix V.



CHAPTER 5

THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 
The material in this chapter deals with the 

statistical results of the survey, together with the 
analysis of these results. A false analysis of the 
statistics might result in a poor interpretation and 
an improper follow-up. For a proper interpretation of 
the results of this survey a statistical formula was 
used.

The statistical problem was to compare the re
sponses of two varied and independent groups who re
sponded to the questionnaire: the students who num
bered 995 and the experts in theology and catechetics 
who were nineteen in number. The variance in the size 
of the groups did not permit the use of the normally 
used ”t* test; the proper applications could not be 
met. In a situation such as this, the use of non- 
parametric statistical tests is permitted by the stat
isticians. For the nonparametric groups in this sur
vey, the Fisher Exact Probability Test seemed to be 
the best. This test is described by Siegel:

The Fisher Exact Probability Test is an extremely 
useful nonparametric technique for analyzing data 
when the samples are small in size. It is used 
when the scores from two independent samples all
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fall into one or the other of two mutually ex
clusive classes. In other words, every subject 
in both groups obtains one of two possible scores. 
The test determines whether the two groups differ 
in proportion with which they fall into the two 
classifications.

The full description of the methods for using 
the Fisher test is given by Siegel, but the simple 
table which follows will illustrate how the 2 X 2  con
tingency table was applied to the two groups in this 
survey.

TABLE 5.1
A SAMPLE OF A CONTINGENCY TABLE USED TO APPLY 

THE FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Group Tested

Answer Chosen

TotalsTraditional Kerygmatic

Students A B E
Experts C D F

Totals G H N

Notes: E = A + B; p =, c + D; G « A + C ; H = B + D ;  
N = E + F ; N = G  + H. 1

1Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics (New 
York:: McGraw Hill, 1956), pp. 96-97«
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Tlie nonparametric test and other statistical 
tests were applied precisely to determine whether the 
differences between two independent or related groups 
is the result of mere chance or not. It is entirely 
possible that chance could reveal differences in any 
survey. The test was applied to reduce the possibil
ity of chance happening to a level equal to or less 
than significant. The probability that the differ
ences are of a chance happening is expressed in the 
formula for the Fisher test: p(probability) equals 

Ei FI Gl HI .
N! A! 1! Cl Tfi"”

Following the procedure as outlined by Siegel, 
the necessary steps in determining the significant 
validity of a survey are:

1) The establishment of a null hypothesis.
The null hypothesis, or Hq , is a hypothesis 
of no difference. It is usually formulated 
for the expressed purpose of being rejected. 
If it is rejected, the alternative hypo
thesis, or H^, may be accepted. The alter
native hypothesis is the operational state
ment of the researcher's experimental hypo
thesis.

2) The computation of p(probability) of chance
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differences. This is determined hy the 
formula quoted above.

3) The determination of the level of signifi
cance of a(alpha). In some instances this 
is set at .01; at other times .05 is used.

4) If the significance level or p yielded by 
the use of the test formula is equal to or 
less than a, reject Hq . may then be 
accepted.^

For determining any significant differences in 
the results of this survey, the following are used:

1) Null hypothesis. H^: the students and the 
experts show equal proportion in the choice 
of answers to the same question. H^: a 
greater proportion of the experts' choices 
were kerygmatic than were the choices of the 
students to the same questions.

2) Level of Significance, a equals .01. If 
p is equal to or less than .01, reject HQ 
and accept H^.

The above steps and hypotheses yielded the following 
results which are presented in four sections. The 1

1Ibid., p. 103.
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divisions of the sections aire made according to the 
divisions of the questionnaire itself.

SECTION ONE

The Subjective Attitudes of Sacred Scripture
Table 5*2 shows the results of the survey ques

tionnaire and the probability that the differences be
tween the students' choices and the experts' choices 
are the result of chance. This section measured the 
attitudes that the students and the experts have formed 
from their basic knowledge of Scripture. The statis
tics read: for question One A, 356 students chose one 
of the two traditional answers while 639 chose one of 
the two kerygmatic answers. The experts' ratio was 
one traditional answer for eighteen kerygmatic an
swers. Applying the Fisher Exact Probability Test to

2these statistics, p is equal to .01 x 10 or .002.
Since a, or the level of significance was .01, p is 
less than a, and Hq is rejected in favor of A
greater proportion of the experts' choices were keryg
matic than were the choices of the students in regard 
to question One A.

Question One B shows statistics that result in 
the acceptance of HQ rather than its rejection. Even



TABLE 5.2
THE NUMERICAL CHOICES OF THE STUDENTS AND THE EXPERTS

TO THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE, SECTION I

Question

Answer chosen

Probability

Student Expert

Traditional Kerygmatic Traditional Kerygmatic

One A 356 639 1 18 o2 x 102
One B 75 920 1 18 .3
One C 97 898 0 19 .1
One D 357 658 1 18 .2 x 102
One E 205 790 0 19 .1 x 10
One F 392 605 0 19 .8 x 104
One G 452 54-3 3 16 .6 x 102
One H 261 734 1 18 .2 x 10
One I 24 971 0 19 .6
One J 253 742 0 19 .4 x 102

cn
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though seventy-five of the students chose a tradi
tional answer, it was a small percentage of the total 
test group of 995» One of the nineteen experts chose 
a traditional answer and the probability of chance was 
determined to be .3» a sum greater than a. For this 
question, the students and the experts showed equal 
proportion in the choice of answers. The remaining 
eight questions in Section One can be interpreted in 
similar fashion.

In six of the ten questions noted in Table 5»2, 
a greater proportion of the experts' answers was ke- 
rygmatic than were the answers of the students. This 
fact is noted in questions One A, One D, One E, One F, 
One G, and One J„ In the other four questions, the 
proportion between the two groups is similar. From a 
total of ten questions in the section, not one keryg- 
matic answer was chosen by an expert in five of them 
and only in one instance did more than one expert 
choose traditional answers to any one question.

SECTION TWO

Subjective Attitudes of Sacred Liturgy
Table 5.3 gives the pertinent information in 

this section of questions, but the overall impressions



TABLE 5.3
THE NUMERICAL CHOICES OF THE STUDENTS AND THE EXPERTS

TO THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE, SECTION II

Question

Answer Chosen

Probability

Student Expert

Traditional Kerygmatic Traditional Kerygmatic

Two A 474 521 0 19 .5 x 105
Two B 369 626 0 19 .1 x 103
Two C 125 870 0 19 .8 x 10
Two D 394- 601 0 19 .7 x 104
Two E 319 676 0 19 .7 x 103
Two F 174 821 2 17 .2
Two G 79 916 0 19 .2
Two H 334- 661 0 19 .4 x 103
Two I 620 375 1 18 .3 x 106
Two J 490 505 0 19 .3 x 105

-o
00
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are similar to the answers of Section One. It should 
be noted that the task of compiling the answers to the 
Fisher formula was accomplished by means of an IBM 1130 
Computer owned and operated by the Mathematics Depart
ment of the Creighton University. In Section Two the 
greater proportion of kerygmatic answers was chosen by 
the experts in seven out of ten cases; in one case, 
the students* answers were more than half traditional. 
In only two questions did the experts choose one tra
ditional answer; in seven of the ten questions the 
level of significance was reached. More than forty 
percent of the students chose traditional answers to 
questions Two A, Two D, Two I, and Two J.

It is pure conjecture, but the author is of the 
opinion that the consultation of more experts would 
have resulted in a greater proportion of kerygmatic 
choices. This conjecture is based on conversations 
and previous experience with those who are knowledge
able in the field.

Work could have been done on a school-by-school 
basis, comparing the answers of the students from 
School "X" with the answers of the experts, but there 
would have been little significance added. In the be
ginning, there was no attempt to pit the students or
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teachers of one school with those of another. There 
was also little significance in a percentage compari
son between the overall total of student answers and 
the totals of the individual schools. For example, 
about nine percent of the 995 students chose a tradi
tional answer to question Two G. In ten of the indi
vidual schools, the percentage of traditional answers 
to the same question was less than two percent and in 
two of the remaining three schools the percentage was 
less than fifteen percent.

SECTION THREE

Objective Knowledge of Sacred Liturgy
From a study of the attitudes that students 

have developed or are developing, the survey now 
changes to a study of the knowledge that the students 
have obtained from books, teachers, lectures, sermons, 
or other sources. Table 5»4- shows that once again 
there is some variance between the students' and the 
experts' answers. In eight questions the level of 
.01 was equalled or exceeded, illustrating that in 
these eight questions there was a greater proportion 
of kerygmatic answers from the experts than there was 
from the students. The students chose traditional



TABLE 5.4
THE NUMERICAL CHOICES OF THE STUDENTS AND THE EXPERTS

TO THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE, SECTION III

Question

Answer Chosen

Probability

Student Expert

Traditional Kerygmatic Traditional Kerygmatic

Three A 274 721 1 18 .1 x 10
Three B 599 596 0 19 .3 x 107
Three C 75 8 257 2 17 .1 x 107
Three D 844 151 1 18 .7 x 1015
Three E 51 964 0 19 .5
Three F 652 545 0 19 .2 x 108
Three G 555 460 1 18 .1 x 104
Three H 866 129 1 18 .5 x 1014
Three I 281 714 0 19 .1 x 102
Three J *

* Information On Question Three J is not available due to an inadver
tent error in the printing of the questionnaire. ooM
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answers more than fifty percent of the time in two- 
thirds of the questions. This section is the only 
one of the four where such a great proportion of tra
ditional answers was picked by the students. On the 
other hand, in only one question did one expert choose 
traditional answers and in four of the cases all the 
experts chose kerygmatic answers.

The results of the survey in some instances 
do demonstrate wide divergences. Table 5»5 shows a 
school-by-school breakdown for two of the questions 
in this section. No general implications, praises, 
or demerits can be drawn from this table. The sam
ples are too small. But it is interesting to note 
that the range of percentages on students choosing 
kerygmatic answers to question Three D varied from a 
low of two percent to a high of forty-five percent. 
Question Three E was quite different; only one school 
averaged below ninety-four percent in choosing keryg
matic answers. Similar variations were found in com
parisons of other questions in this section as well 
as in other sections.

It should be noted that a typographical error 
omitted question Three J from the survey questionnaire. 
Since the omission was not noticed until the tabulation
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of the results, it was not feasible to correct the 
error. The wording of Three J is similar to Three B 
and Three H, except that the former deals with the 
Sacrament of Penance.

TABLE 5 .5
ANALYSIS OP TWO QUESTIONS PROM SECTION THREE

School

Students Choosing Kerygmatic Answers

Question

Three D Three E

One 6% 100%
Two 11 94
Three 30 96
Four 12 95
Five 2 98
Six 7 96
Seven 14 98
Eight 16 97
Nine 4 90
Ten 3 100
Eleven 10 98
Twelve 45 96
Thirteen 13 98
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SECTION POUR

Objective Knowledge of Sacred Scripture
In this last section of the survey, the an

swers of the students and of the experts are more 
closely matched than in any other section. In only 
five of the ten items was the level of significance 
reached; in the other five cases the proportion be
tween the two groups was not great. The experts 
chose traditional answers to questions Four D, Four H, 
and Four J. In only one question - Four I - did the 
answers of the students reach a near-even level be
tween traditional and kerygmatic. Table 5.6 shows 
the numerical choices of the students and the experts 
in detail. As was evident in the other sections, the 
answers chosen by the experts were mostly kerygmatic, 
while the students chose kerygmatic answers at a 
ratio of about two to one.

A summary of the results of the four sections 
shows that in twenty-six items the level of signifi
cance was attained. This indicates that in two-thirds 
of the survey, a greater proportion of the answers 
chosen by the experts was kerygmatic than were the an
swers chosen by the students. In twenty-four items,



TABLE 5.6
THE NUMERICAL CHOICES OF THE STUDENTS AND THE EXPERTS

TO THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE, SECTION IV

Question

Answer Chosen

Probability

Student Expert

Traditional Kerygmatic Traditional Kerygmatic

Four A 56 959 0 19 .5
Four B 564 651 0 19 .1 x 105
Four C 109 866 0 19 .1
Four D 504 691 2 17 .5 x 10
Four E 226 769 0 19 .7 x 102
Four F 75 920 0 19 .2
Four G 567 628 0 19 .1 x 105
Four H 596 599 1 18 .8 x 105
Four I 472 525 0 19 .5 x 105
Four J 295 700 2 17 .5 x 10
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all the experts' choices were kerygmatic. The ratio 
of traditional to kerygmatic exceeded the level of 
fifty percent in only seven items among the students' 
answers•

The Teacher Questionnaire
At the beginning of the project, the coordi

nators realized the enormous difference that could 
possibly exist between teachers in various schools. 
The use of the same text book would not be a neces
sary leveling factor upon methods, manners of pre
sentation, or any other phases of teaching religion. 
Thus, an attempt was made to determine some statis
tics about religion teachers in the Archdiocese. The 
value of these statistics was expected to be signi
ficant, but the expectations were not realized. For 
any possible value, the statistics obtained are pre
sented without further comment.

Of those teaching religion, 61.4% are priests, 
31.8% are sisters, and 6.8% are lay people. Teach
ing experience varied greatly from one year to forty 
years. The average in the teaching professions was 
ten years.

The number of years since the teachers had a
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certified course in religion varied from one year to 
twenty-four, with, the average being seven years. Cer
tainly there is some indication of a need for pro
fessional improvement in this field. Some of the 
schools in the survey showed a lack of teachers who 
had taken a formal college course in religion. The 
lack of a refresher course in those years would indi
cate much, but even refresher courses are of little 
value if there has not been an introduction to more 
detailed courses in catechetics and theology.

The teachers were also asked their opinions 
to a few key questions. One such query was: "Should 
high school students be required to attend daily 
Mass?" Seventy-four percent of the teachers replied 
negatively, twenty percent replied in the affirma
tive, while six percent had no opinion. About two- 
fifths thought that weekly attendance should be re
quired as a part of the curriculum, while the remain
ing wanted to leave weekday Mass participation up to 
the individual.

Most of the teachers are becoming aware of the 
direction of catechetics toward the study of scrip
ture, but nearly one-third of them think that there 
is no need for courses or even for an emphasis in this
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study. Perhaps a great deal of this attitude has 
been changed in the past year due to the in-service 
courses being offered in Omaha and in Norfolk. It 
is hoped that this is true.



CHAPTER 6

GENERAL SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
Many people were involved in this survey. They 

include university advisors of the Graduate School, 
readers, typists, math experts, and evaluators. The 
research writer, though, was the person on center 
stage. Two indispensable qualities were necessary to 
carry out the study: desire and perseverance. Without 
the former, the work would not have begun. Without the 
latter, it would not have been finished. But the en
couragement of others was needed, appreciated, and once 
again acknowledged.

There can be no scientific conclusions reached 
from a survey of this type. Conclusions might estab
lish norms for further study. They might state that 
this must be done or that must be instituted in order 
to avoid a problem or accomplish a goal in the future. 
The author does believe, though, that certain implica
tions can and should be recognized as a final note for 
this work. These implications may not be valid two 
years from now, but they are apparent at the time of 
writing.

l) There is a significant difference in most
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areas between what the experts indicate 
should be taught and what is actually being 
taught.

2) It would be unwise to condemn the tradi
tional or praise the kerygmatic simply be
cause the one was old and the other was new.

3) There is indication of progress in the ac
quisition of objective knowledge of Sacred 
Scripture.

4) There are many teachers of religion within 
the schools of the Archdiocese of Omaha who 
are in need of a basic updating in cateche
tical content and methods.

5) The present programs of teacher training 
being conducted within the Archdiocese should 
be continued. These include the In-Service 
Program organized by the Superintendent of 
Schools, the work of the Confraternity of 
Christian Doctrine, and Adult Education.
These programs should be closely coordinated.

6) Some manner of evaluation of the individual 
teacher of religion should be conducted 
within the schools of the Archdiocese.

7) The use of lay teachers of religion is
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becoming more apparent.
8) There is still much work to be done in 

changing the attitude of students toward 
Liturgy and Scripture.

It is the hope of the author that a further 
analysis of the problems of religious education will 
be carried out within the Archdiocese of Omaha. In 
time, it is expected that the measuring instruments 
will be more scientific, computers may be used with 
precise results, and the task and privilege of im
parting the message of Christ can be improved.



APPENDIX I

THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Section One

Subjective Attitudes on Scripture
A. I feel that Scripture shows God the Father 

 as a lawmaker and judge
___as a loving father
___as impersonal and distant
___as a real person.

B. I feel that Scripture shows Christ
___as a warm and understanding person
___as impersonal and distant
___as a lawmaker and judge
___as a real person who cares for me.

C. I feel that Scripture shows
___God is loving
___God is not interested in me personally
___God is interested in me personally
___God is strict.

D. I feel that Scripture shows
God loves me in a personal way 

___God loves us through Christ
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___God loves us very much.
___God loves us from His place in heaven»

E. I feel that Scripture shows
___God provides for us materially
___God provides for us materially and spiritually
___God provides for us spiritually
___God provides for us as a good father»

F. I feel that Scripture shows
___I am fortunate to he a Catholic
___I am a real son of God
___I am saved from sin by Christ
___I am a member of a special people.

G. I feel that Scripture teaches me
___to love everyone because it is a sin not to
___to regard my fellow students as sons of God
___to love all Negroes as my brothers
___to love everyone because God says so.

H. I feel that Scripture teaches that sin 
 is breaking one of God's laws
___is against the natural law
___is turning my back on God
___is a violation of my covenant.

I. I feel that Scripture teaches that the world
should manifest God
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___should he avoided at all costs
___should he shown as evil
___should he used to show God's teachings.

J. I feel that my study of Scripture has helped me
___to learn useful facts about God
___to feel closer to God
___to learn how to get to heaven
___to understand my role in the Redemption.

Section Two

Subjective Attitudes of Liturgy
A. When I think of God, I think of Him as being

___in the Blessed Sacrament in the tabernacle
___in the people of the world
___in heaven with the saints and angels
___in a poor man or in a neighbor.

B. I like to receive Holy Communion because
___I am united with my fellow Christians
___I reaffirm my covenant with Christ
___I think a good Catholic should
___I am able to receive more grace.

C. When I think of the Church, I think of
a community of people who are joined by baptism 
an organization that holds certain beliefs
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___a group that sets rules for man's behavior
___a united body of the people of God.

D. I attend Mass on Sunday
___to receive grace from God
___to join Christ in praising the Father
___to join the community of Christians
___to obey the third commandment.

E. I think I can best establish ,,contact,, with God 
 through participating at Mass
___through praying the rosary
___through receiving the sacraments
___through saying my private prayers.

F. I think that at Mass there should be 
 singing by a choir
___no singing unless practiced first
___singing by all the people
___singing even if it is imperfect.

G. I think that Mass "facing the people" is 
 of no special advantage
___of some advantage
___not a means of unity
___a means of unity

H. To me, the term "state of grace" means 
 a sharing of divine life
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an absence of sin 
an ability to merit heaven 

___a unity of God in love*
I. I think that a church building is a place where 

 the people of God meet
___the altar is the focal point

Christ lives in the tabernacle 
___there are stained glass windows.

J. I think Confirmation is important because
___it reaffirms the Job given me at baptism
___it makes me a soldier in Christ's army
___it signifies my spiritual maturity
___it increases grace in my soul.

Section Three

Objective Knowledge of Liturgy
A. Liturgy refers to

___public worship of God
___prayer and good works
___the Mass and sacraments
___ceremonies of the Mass.

B. The main purpose of Baptism is to
___remove original sin inherited from Adam
___incorporate a person into the Mystical Body
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___get sanctifying grace into our souls
___enable us to worship God in union with Christ.

C. The main purpose of the sacraments is
___to be a source of grace for our souls
___to make contact with the Risen Christ
___to give worship to God the Father
___to earn heaven and enjoy the vision of God.

D. The character received from three sacraments is 
 a share in the priesthood of Christ
___an invitation to worship God

an indelible mark on our souls 
___an increase in our capacity for grace.

E. The term "lay priesthood” means that 
 laymen share in Christ's priesthood
___laymen are obliged to attend Sunday Mass
___laymen are trying to become holy
___laymen are fulfilling their roles in the Church.

F. The Mass is
___a sacrifice
___the best prayer
___a sacrificial prayer
___worship of the Father

G. Christ offers Himself to the Father
at the Consecration
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___at the Offertory
___at the Eucharist
___at the Communion.

H. The purpose of Holy Communion is
___to show the oneness of the Church
___to show our commitment to Christ
___to make us grow in grace
___to receive Christ into ourselves.

I. The Word-Service in the Mass
___is the Gospel (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John)
___is the Introit, Prayer, Epistle, Gospel
___is the word of Consecration and Communion
___is a dialogue between God and man.

J. The purpose of the Sacrament of Penance is 
 to bring peace to the sinner
___to take away our sins
___to obtain more grace
___to effect reconciliation.

Section Four

Objective Knowledge of Scripture 
A. When we say that the Bible is inspired we mean that

___the ideas were inspired
___the words were dictated
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___the writers were moved by God
___the data are historically true.

B. When interpreting the Bible
___we take everything as fact
___we realize the writer's culture
___we think about the literature involved
___we accept all as revealed.

G. The purpose of the Bible is to show that
___God existed before the beginning of the world
___God had many dealings with mankind
___God created the world and all within it
___revelation of God to mankind is progressive.

D. The Old Testament primarily teaches 
 that God lives with mankind
___that we are dependent on God
___that God punishes evil
___that God protected the Jews.

E. The New Testament primarily teaches 
 how God loves man
___how to be good
___how man should worship
___how Jesus is Lord.

E. The story of creation
is a scientific account
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___tells us that we must worship God
___is not a scientific account
___tells us we are dependent on God.

G. Adam and Eve
___may not have existed
___really did exist
___are symbols of our first parents
___are actual people who lived.

H. What fact do you remember about Abraham?
___he had a son named Isaac
___he had a covenant with God

he would have a descendent named Christ 
___his people foretold the people of Christ.

I. What did the miracles of the Old Testament show? 
 the concern of God for His people
___the providential care of Yahweh
___the power of God in doing things
___the dominion of God over creation.

J. Christ's doctrinal teachings were in terms of 
 healing from the affliction of sin
___the power of the miracles performed
___the kingdom of God to come
___true worship of God by men.



APPENDIX II

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE RESPONDENTS 
Dear Students:

The forty questions in this survey are a sam
pling of your knowledge and attitudes in scripture 
and liturgy. Each question has four possible answers. 
Your choice should be marked by an ’'x11. Please do 
not mark more than one "x" for any one question. An
swer carefully; read all four possibilities before 
you select one. In many cases all four answers are 
correct; your choice should reflect what you think is 
the best reply to the statement. Again, we ask you 
to answer slowly and carefully.

Fill in the General Information Section now.
Do not write your name nor the name of your school 
anywhere on this booklet.

General Information Section
Have you attended this high school since the 

beginning of your freshman year? ___yes ___no.
Your year in high school___________________
I am a ___boy ___girl.
This year my religion teacher is a ___priest

___brother ___sister ___lay person, (check one)



APPENDIX III

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE SURVEY 
We cannot overstress the importance of "fol

lowing directions" in this survey. The directives 
set in capital letters and preceded by the word say 
are to be read aloud to the respondents. Directives 
within the parentheses are for the administrator and 
need not be read aloud.

(After all have received a survey booklet): 
Say: PLEASE LOOK AT THE DIRECTIONS ON THE 

COVER OF THE BOOKLET. READ THEM TO YOURSELVES WHILE 
I READ THEM ALOUD TO YOU. (Read the directions to 
the class and allow a minute for them to complete the 
General Information Section).

Say: THIS SURVEY CONSISTS OF FORTY QUESTIONS, 
DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS OF TEN QUESTIONS EACH.
YOU WILL HAVE FIVE MINUTES TO COMPLETE EACH SECTION, 
OR A TOTAL OF TWENTY MINUTES FOR THE COMPLETE SURVEY. 
NOW LOOK AT SECTION ONE. ALL OF THE ANSWERS IN THIS 
SECTION ARE CORRECT; YOU ARE TO CHOOSE THE BEST AN
SWER. WHEN YOU FINISH SECTION ONE, PLEASE STOP. 
READY? BEGIN. (Allow five minutes for Section One). 

Say: STOP. WE WILL NOW MOVE TO SECTION TWO.
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AGAIN, ALL THE ANSWERS ARE CORRECT. YOU CHOOSE THE 
BEST. READY? BEGIN.

(Allow five minutes for Section Two).
Say: STOP. WE WILL NOW MOVE TO SECTION THREE. 

NOT ALL OF THE ANSWERS ARE CORRECT. CHOOSE THE ONE 
YOU THINK IS CORRECT. READY? BEGIN.

(Allow five minutes for Section Three).
Say: STOP. WE WILL NOW MOVE TO SECTION FOUR. 

NOT ALL OF THE ANSWERS IN THIS SECTION ARE CORRECT. 
CHOOSE THE ONE YOU THINK IS CORRECT. READY? BEGIN. 

(Allow five minutes for Section Four).
Say: STOP. IF YOU HAVE NOT ANSWERED ALL FORTY 

QUESTIONS, GO BACK AND ANSWER THEM NOW. (Make certain 
that all are finished). PLEASE RETURN THE BOOKLETS.

(Collect the booklets).



APPENDIX IV

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
I am a ___brother ___lay person ___priest

___sister. My teaching service totals ___years; I
last attended an accredited religion course in the 
year _________ .

Please answer the following according to this
table:

1 = Strongly agree
2 = Agree
3 = Not sure
4 =« Disagree
3 » Strongly disagree
___A concentrated study of scripture is needed

for high school religion courses.
___High school students should be required to

attend Mass each day.
___High school students should be required to

attend Mass once a week during school hours.
___The focal point of the church is the

tabernacle.
___For most high school students, God is a

far-distant, non-real being.
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The basis of religious spirituality is 
the liturgy and scripture.



APPENDIX V

LIST OF THE EXPERT RESPONDENTS
(All those listed have completed or are completing 
advanced studies in the fields of Theology, Religious 
Education, or Gatechetics)
1. Karen Albertus, Religion Teacher, Monterey, 
California.
2. Father Dennis Burke, faculty member of the School 
of Religious Education, Catholic University, Washing
ton, D.C.
3. Father J. J. DiGiacomo, S. J., faculty member of 
Graduate School (Department of Religious Education) 
of Fordham University, New York City.
4. Miss Mary Dworak, member of the Archdiocesan 
Council of Social Action of Omaha, Nebraska.
5. Father Jerome Holtzman, head of the Religion De
partment of O'Gorman High School, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota.
6. Sister Edward Kennedy, C. S. J., Religion Teacher, 
Kansas City, Missouri.
7. Father Daniel Kulsea, Religion Teacher, Saint 
John*s High School, Ashtabula, Ohio.
8. Sister Carol Liebman, Religion Teacher, Loretto 
Academy, El Paso, Texas.
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9* Father Eugene Mainelli, 0. P., member of the 
Center for Studies in Religious Education, Oak Park, 
Illinois.
10. Father Stanley Markiewicz, 0. S. B., head of the 
Religion Department of the Minor Seminary, Saint Vin
cent's Archabbey, Latrobe, Pennsylvania.
11. Father Robert Nagle, Director of the Religious 
Education Program of Saint Peter's Parish, Olney, 
Maryland.
12. Anonymous, faculty member of the School of Theo
logy of Notre Dame University, South Bend, Indiana. 
13» Sister Suzanne Peplow, C. S. J., Religion 
Teacher, Saint Louis, Missouri.
14-. Sister Theoclete Peplow, C. S. J., Religion 
Teacher, Kansas City, Missouri.
15. Father Michael Ruddy, Director of the Religion 
Department of Saint James High School, Grand Forks, 
North Dakota.
16. Father H. R. Schom, Archdiocesan Director of 
the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, Omaha, 
Nebraska.
17* Father Richard L. Swolek, head of the Religion 
Department of Archbishop Ryan High School, Omaha, 
Nebraska.
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18. Robert Statler, Religion Teacher, Serra High 
School, California.
19. Clarence Thomson, Religion Teacher, Shanley 
High School, Fargo, North Dakota.
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